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Abstract
Real-time software, often used to control event-driven process control systems, is usually structured as a set of concurrent and interacting
tasks. Therefore, output values of real-time software depend not only on the input values but also on internal and nondeterministic execution
patterns caused by task synchronization. In order to test real-time software effectively, one must generate test cases which include
information on both the event sequences and the times at which various events occur. However, previous research on real-time software
testing focused on generating the latter information. Our paper describes a method of generating test sequences from a Modechart
specification using symbolic execution technique. Based on the notion of symbolic system configurations and the equivalence definitions
between them, we demonstrate, using the railroad crossing system, how to construct a time-annotated symbolic execution tree and generate
test sequences according to the selected coverage criteria.
q 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Dependable real-time software must produce functionally correct results within the specified time intervals.
Validation of real-time software can be particularly difficult
since it often consists of cyclic and interacting tasks,
exhibiting a large number of nondeterministic execution
patterns for a given input set. Formal verification and testing
is well-known and complementary software quality assurance approaches. Although formal verification made
impressive technical advances to the degree that they are
used on large and complex industrial projects [1,2], it does
not eliminate the need for testing. It is our strong belief that
testing will always remain an essential and indispensable
component of any software quality assurance program.
Many testing techniques have been proposed, but
relatively few results are provided for real-time software.
Input values alone are sufficient as test cases for sequential
software, and input sequences which can exercise a
sequence of synchronization are necessary for concurrent
* Corresponding author.
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software. However, for typical event-driven real-time
software, repeated runs using the same input values and
sequences do not necessarily follow the identical execution
paths and produce the same results. Therefore, both the
event sequences and the time of each event occurrence must
be included in test cases for real-time software.
There are only a few works on the testing of the temporal
behavior of real-time systems [3 –5]. In Ref. [3], a technique
for generating test cases from TRIO specification is
introduced. It extends the classical temporal logic to deal
explicitly with time measures, and TRIO formulas can be
automatically checked for satisfiability or validity. During
the interpretation of a formula F specifying a property of a
system, behaviors of the system compatible with F are
generated: they are called histories. These histories are used
as test cases. In Ref. [4], a system is modelled with a
formally defined SA/SD-RT notation and translated into the
time reachability tree for representing the behavior of the
system. Each path from the root of the tree to its leaves
represents a potential test case.
In Ref. [5], a technique for testing timing constraints of
real-time systems is presented. A constraint graph is used
for describing the various timing constraints the system
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Fig. 1. A constraint graph for railroad crossing.

must satisfy. Timing constraints among various events are
shown on the edges of the graph. For example, the constraint
graph shown in Fig. 1 indicates that the system is initially in
the idle state and that the input event BC, indicating the
detection of a train approaching the crossing, may occur at
an arbitrary and unknown time ½0; 1Þ: It also shows that the
system is required to generate the output event DOWN within
5 time units following the receipt of the BC. Similarly, at an
arbitrary time in the future, an input event PASSED is
expected to occur. However, the occurrences of the events
BC and PASSED must be separated by at least 300 time
units. Finally, it is a system requirement to generate the
output event UP within 5 time units following the
occurrence of the input event PASSED.
Clarke [5] treated the time interval as another input
domain and used traditional domain testing technique.
While constraint graph-based approach is useful in
generating test cases for real-time software, Clarke did not
address how constraint graphs can be automatically
generated from a formal specification. This paper bridges
the gap by illustrating how such task can be accomplished
on a Modechart specification [6] (Fig. 2).
Some authors have proposed coverage criteria to the
problem of testing real-time software [3 –5,7]. In Ref. [7],
test adequacy criteria based on coverage measures of Petri
nets topology for concurrent and real-time systems are
presented. Specifically, these criteria are based on firing or
transition coverage over Petri nets. In Ref. [3], since the
actual test case is a subset of the allowed traces of the
system, some heuristic techniques are defined to select a
subset of all possible test cases for a given specification.
These criteria are based on the constructs of the TRIO

Fig. 2. Our approach for generating test sequences using symbolic
execution.

specifications. Ref. [4] describes how to restrict test cases
according to different coverage criteria because the time
reachability graph would become large even for small-scale
systems.
In this paper, we propose coverage criteria designed to
test Modechart specification and discuss how symbolic
execution technique can be used to generate test cases. We
choose Modechart because it provides a rich set of visual
constructs with which one can represent various modes the
system components can be in and timing constraints among
them. We use symbolic execution technique, which treats
the time as symbolic values, for generating test sequences.
The notion of symbolic system configuration is defined, and
a time-annotated symbolic execution tree (TSET) is
generated by symbolically executing Modechart specification. Finally, the test sequences are generated from TSET
based on the selected coverage criteria and represented as
the constraint graph.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Modechart
specification language is briefly introduced in Section 2.
Some coverage criteria of event-driven real-time systems
are defined in Section 3, and procedures for constructing
TSET are explained in Section 4. We demonstrate, using the
railroad crossing system, how to generate constraint graphs.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Modechart
Modechart is a visual language devised to specify
the behavior of real-time systems [6]. Modechart
constructs include modes, which are analogous to states in
Statecharts [8]; actions, which assign values to data
variables and require at least one time unit to complete;
and events, which are instantaneous. Events can be
classified into external, mode entry, mode exit, start, and
stop events. External events represent changes in the system
environment, mode entry and exit events mark entry into or
exit from a mode, and start and stop events mark the start
and stop of an action. Modechart borrows compact
Statecharts notations for representing concurrent states
and provides constructs to denote various timing requirements such as delays, deadlines, and time intervals. In
addition, Modechart uses a discrete time model: its delay
and deadlines are represented as non-negative integers.
Modechart formalism is supported by a software toolset
including an editor, a simulator, a verifier, and a code
generator [9].
In Modechart, modes may be composed in either serial or
parallel manner. Modechart’s notion of serial and parallel
modes corresponds to OR and AND composition in
Statecharts. If M is a serial mode with child modes M1
and M2 ; at any given time the system can be in exactly one
of M1 and M2 : If M is a parallel mode with child modes M1
and M2 ; then when the system is in M; it is simultaneously in
both modes M1 and M2 : Mode transition, indicating a change
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in system configuration, is considered an instantaneous
event whose trigger condition is specified as
c1 _ c2 _ · · · _ cn
where each disjunct ci is either (1) a triggering condition for
taking the transition, or (2) a lower/upper bound restriction
on when the transition may be taken.
† Triggering condition: A disjunct ci denoting a triggering
condition is of the form
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the points, are labeled with the modes active at the time, and
they represent different configurations the system can be in.1
The edges represent the occurrence of transitions.
Computation graph itself is inadequate as test cases. For
example, in node (C.UP, T.PASSED, G.GOINGUP),
there exist two paths, (C.UP, T.APPROACH,
G.GOINGUP) and (C.UP, T.PASSED, G.UP). Unfortunately, computation graph does not contain information as
to which path is taken when.

p1 ^ p2 ^ · · · ^ pm
where the pj specify a condition for taking the transition
depending on the occurrence of an event and/or the truth
values of certain predicates. In particular, each subcondition pj is one of the three forms: a state variable is
true (or false) at time t; one of the specified modes at time
t; and the occurrence of an event E at time t:
† Lower/upper bound: A condition ci denoting a lower/upper bound restriction is of the form (r,d), where r is a
non-negative integer denoting a delay, and d is a positive
integer or 1 denoting a deadline.
Fig. 3 shows a Modechart specification of a railroad
crossing system. The system model consists of two parallel
modes CONTROLLER and ENVIRONMENT, and the
ENVIRONMENT mode is further decomposed into two
parallel modes TRAIN and GATE. The timing constraint
(30,50), shown on a mode transition from G.GOINGDOWN to G.DOWN, indicates that it takes at least 30 time
units to physically lower the gate and that it never takes
more than 50 time units in doing so. A mode transition can
also be triggered by other mode entry events such as
! T.BC.
The Modechart verifier [10] generates the computation
graph, whose size is known to be finite, which is analogous
to time reachability tree. Fig. 4 shows a part of computation
graph of the railroad crossing example. Vertices, also called

Fig. 3. A modechart specification of railroad crossing.

3. Coverage criteria for event-driven real-time system
specifications
For a given Modechart specification, there exist an
extremely large, usually infinite, number of potential
event sequences the system can encounter in operation.
This is especially true of real-time software whose
structure often consists of cyclically and concurrently
executing set of tasks. Research on software testing has
developed the concept of coverage criteria to facilitate
cost-effective testing of industrial software, and similar
coverage criteria can be defined for event-driven real-time
software.
All-event-sequences criterion is satisfied when all
possible traces (e.g. combination of events) of the system
are tested. Although ideal in principle, it is clearly
impractical in practice. Since real-time software typically
reacts continuously with the environment, some event
sequences are repeated. More realistic criterion would be
an all-cyclic-event-sequences coverage criterion, which
includes all repeated event sequences at least once.
In the Modechart specification, we classify the events
into input/output events from the point of view of system
under test. Triggering conditions causing an entry (i.e.
change) to modes belonging to the environment is
considered an input event. Events such as ! T.BC and
! T.PASSED shown in Fig. 3 are such examples. Likewise, triggering conditions causing mode changes in the
controller are considered output events (e.g. ! C.DOWN
and ! C.UP) because such changes occur when the system
generate outputs.
Utilizing the notion of input and output events, different
criteria, in scope and in strength, can be enforced. For
example, all-I/O-events criteria would require that test cases
include all input and output events at least once. However,
such criterion, while relatively simple to satisfy, may not be
of much value in practice when testing real-time software
because of inherent nondeterminism. Therefore, existing
criteria could be ‘strengthened’ to include all-cyclic-eventsequences-N_times and all-I/O-events-N_times criteria. The
multiplicity in the criteria would depend on the degree of
1
The mode entered at the point is indicated in the figure by having its
name appear in bold.
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Fig. 4. A part of computation graph of the railroad crossing.

nondeterminism present in the implementation and the
degree of assurance the system must provide.
In addition, structural coverage criteria such as all-modes
and all-transitions can be defined in a manner analogous to
similar to those of sequential software (Fig. 5).
Having presented various coverage criteria applicable
for real-time software, interrelationships among them can
be analyzed based on the notion of subsumption2 as
shown in Fig. 5. Given a Modechart specification M and
test sequence set C; coverage criterion K1 subsumes
K2 ; K1 ! K2 ; iff every pair ðM; CÞ that satisfies K1 also
satisfies K2 :

Lemma 1. All-transitions subsumes all-cyclic-eventsequences and all-I/O-events.3
Proof.
(1) all-transitions ! all-cyclic-event-sequences. ðM; CÞ; a
pair satisfying all-transitions, satisfies all-cyclic-eventsequences because the cyclic transitions are the subset
of transitions.
(2) all-transitions J all-cyclic-event-sequences. Consider
a serial mode in M which has a sink mode in which
no outgoing transition exists. ðM; CÞ; a pair satisfying
all-cyclic-event-sequences, does not cover this sink
mode. As a result, ðM; CÞ does not satisfy alltransitions.
(3) all-transitions ! all-I/O-events. ðM; CÞ; a pair satisfying all-transitions, satisfies all-I/O-events because
2
Intuitively obvious relations such as all-cyclic-event-sequencesN_times subsuming all-cyclic-event-sequences, is omitted.
3
Proof of other subsumption relations is omitted because it can be done
intuitively.

the transitions triggered by the external events are
the subset of transitions.
(4) all-transitions J all-I/O-events. In Modechart specification, the transition is triggered not only by the
external events but also by timing constraints.
Because these timing constraints can drive several
execution paths, ðM; CÞ; a pair satisfying all-I/Oevents, does not satisfy all-transitions.
A
Lemma 2. All-cyclic-event-sequences-N_times, all-I/Oevents-N_times, and all-transitions are incompatible.
Proof.
(1) all-cyclic-event-sequences-N_times K all-I/O-eventsN_times. ðM; CÞ; a pair satisfying all-cyclic-eventsequences-N_times, does not satisfy all-I/O-eventsN_times because a sink mode triggered by an external
event can exist.
(2) all-cyclic-event-sequences-N_times J all-I/O-eventsN_times. ðM; CÞ; a pair satisfying all-I/O-events-N_times, does not satisfy all-cyclic-event-sequencesN_times due to the same reason of (4) of Lemma 1.
(3) all-cyclic-event-sequences-N_times K all-transitions.
Likewise (1), because (M,C), a pair satisfying allcyclic-event-sequences-N_times, does not cover
the sink mode, ðM; CÞ does not satisfy all-transitions.
(4) all-cyclic-event-sequences-N_times J all-transitions.
ðM; CÞ; a pair satisfying all-transitions, does not
satisfy all-cyclic-event-sequences-N_times by
definition.
(5) all-I/O-events-N_times K all-transitions. ðM; CÞ; a
pair satisfying all-I/O-events-N_times, does not
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For example, in the case of railroad crossing example
shown in Fig. 3, the initial state can be symbolically
shown as below. It should be noted that the
path condition, C0 ; is given concrete value, zero,
only because the system is in known and fixed initial
state. E0 is assigned an empty set because there were no
external or internal events that caused the system’s entry
to SC0 :
Fig. 5. Coverage criteria subsumption hierarchy.

satisfy all-transitions due to the same reason of (4)
of Lemma 1.
(6) all-I/O-events-N_times J all-transitions. ðM; CÞ;
a pair satisfying all-transitions, does not satisfy
all-I/O-events-N_times by definition.
A

4. Test sequence generation
Besides the coverage criteria, when testing real-time
software, one must decide how to effectively handle
timing issue. Treating time as a monotonically increasing
variable is natural. Therefore, we define the notion of
symbolic system configuration, similar to the one used in
Ref. [11], to capture information on the specific state the
system can be in as well as its symbolic timing
constraints.
4.1. Symbolic system configuration
Symbolic definition of system configuration helps us
avoid redundant and explicit generation of the same state
occurring at different times.
Definition 1 (Symbolic state). Let A be a set of atomic
modes, SV a set of symbolic values, m a function
from each serial mode to ka; il; where a [ A ^ i [ SV;
and C a constraint for i: A symbolic state S is defined as
km; Cl:
Based on the symbolic representation of a state, system
configuration can be defined to include a set of events and
constraints among them that resulted in the system’s entry to
the current symbolic state.
Definition 2 (Symbolic system configuration). A symbolic
system configuration (SC) is defined as kS; El; where
† S is a symbolic state and
† E is a set of events that triggered the system’s entry
to the current symbolic state.
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Starting from the initial system configuration, the
Modechart is symbolically executed and TSET is
constructed by carrying out the following steps:
Step 1: [Initialization]. SC0 ; the initial SC, becomes the
root node of the TSET.
Step 2: [‘Next’ SC Computation]. While there are nodes
remaining to be expanded in the TSET and the given
coverage criterion has not been met, select a node, either in
breadth-first or depth-first order, as the current node, and
determine when the mode exit events from the current SC
may occur. If there are no nodes left to be expanded in the
TSET, go to step 4.
Step 3: [Equivalence Check and Coverage Decision]. In
order to avoid repeated expansion of TSET nodes, newly
generated SCs are compared against the existing one for
symbolic equivalence. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until there
are no more nodes to be expanded or the selected criterion
has been met.
Step 4: [Derivation of Constraint Graphs]. Each path in
the TSET is represented with constraint graph, where
symbolic timing constraints associated with adjacent SCs in
the TSET are used to derive timing constraints of the
constraint graph. description
4.2. Computing the next symbolic system configuration
Given the initial symbolic system configuration SC0 ; the
only enabled transition is tT.APPROACH!T.BC. The system
enters a new symbolic system configuration SC1 : Exact
information as to when the transition from SC0 to SC1 takes
place is unknown, but the modes of the CONTROLLER and
the TRAIN have been changed. Therefore, a new symbolic
time value, tT1 ; is assigned. It should be noted that the path
condition, C1 ; has been updated and that additional
constraint, ðtC1 ¼ tT1 Þ; is included to faithfully reflect
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a sequence of several SCs.
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þ
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E2 : { ! C:DOWN ; !G:GOINGDOWN }

Fig. 6. Subinterval selection for two transitions.

the step semantics of Modechart.
SC1 ¼
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8 0
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When multiple transitions are enabled, construction of the
TSET must consider relationship among their timing
constraints (Fig. 6). One possibility, shown in case 1, is
that the transition a always takes place before the transition
b does. In this case, only one branch is added to the TSET.
Otherwise, as shown in cases 2 and 3, one cannot determine
which transition will take place first during the time
intervals. Therefore, the TSET must be constructed to
handle all possible behaviors.
Continuation of symbolic execution at SC1 indicates that
there are two transitions enabled (deadline 5 and delay 300)
and that the TSET contains only one branch, leading to SC2
since the ‘deadline 5’ event is guaranteed to take place
before the ‘delay 300’ event (Fig. 6, case 1). However, the
occurrence of the former event does not prevent the latter
event from taking place. That’s why the TSET contains a
dashed edge, from SC1 to SC4 ; to indicate the timing
constraint of the latter event the system must satisfy over

At SC6 ; whose detailed definition of SC is given below,
there are two potentially overlapping events that are enabled
simultaneously. One event is ! G.UP whose timing
constraints is (20,150), and the other is ! T.APPROACH
event with a given delay of 100 time units. Since the order of
these events cannot be statically determined, three edges
are created capturing all possible system behaviors (Fig. 6,
case 2).
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SC7 represents the possibility of event ! G.UP
occurring between time interval [20,100), while SC8
indicates the same event occurring at [100,150) but prior
to the occurrence of the event ! T.APPROACH. Similarly,
SC9 covers the possibility of detecting another train
approaching the crossing while the gate has not been
completely raised.
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4.3. Equivalence of symbolic system configuration
Since it is common practice to structure industrial realtime software as cyclic processes, it is useful to define
equivalence relation between the two SCs as follows.
Definition 3 (Equivalence of symbolic system configuration). We consider the two SCs are equivalent if and only if
† they are in the same set of atomic modes
† they have the same set of events, and
† they have the same timing constraints except the
symbolic values.
For example, following SC14 is equivalent to SC1 ; and
they need not be further expanded.
SC14 ¼
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Fig. 7. TSET of the railroad crossing by all-cyclic-event-sequences.

Theorem 1. When a Modechart specification consists of
iterating serial modes, an equivalent symbolic system
configuration for a SC can be founded in finite step.
Proof. The theorem can be proved by induction on the
number of iterating serial modes. When a serial mode is
only one iterating serial mode and the number of atomic
modes in that is N1 ; we can find an equivalent symbolic
system configuration at most N1 step because we ignored the
symbolic values. Consequently, we can find an equivalent
symbolic system configuration for a SC in maximum N1 £
· · · £ Nk steps, where k is the number of iterating serial
modes. A
Theorem 2. The TSET is finite.
Proof. If a Modechart specification has a finite set of
atomic modes, the maximum number of possible
symbolic system configurations is a product of the
cardinality of each serial mode. A SC can be partitioned
by several subintervals, but the number of subinterval is
finite. As a result, if all serial modes are not iterating
modes, then the TSET is finite. Therefore, if one of the
serial modes is an iterating mode, then the TSET is also
finite because we find an equivalent system configuration
in finite step by Theorem 1. A

Fig. 7 is the TSET obtained by symbolically executing
the Modechart specification shown in Fig. 3 to meet the allcyclic-event-sequences criterion. It should be noted that the
time intervals shown in the TSET edges represent relative
timing constraints indicating when the transition can take
place with respect to the time at which the system had
entered the previous SC. Timing constraints that apply to a
sequence of transitions, shown in dashed lines in TSET, are
also derived.
4.4. Generating test sequences
Each path in the TSET forms a test sequences and it
can be represented with constraint graph. In the railroad
crossing, there are five unique paths in the TSET shown
in Fig. 7, and each path is converted into a constraint
graph as shown in Fig. 8. The constraint graph C0
captures the event sequences common to all paths and is
shown separately to avoid duplication. C1 through C5
capture different event sequences the system may
encounter at each cycle.
Once the TSET is constructed to meet the selected
coverage criterion, constraint graphs can be derived by
identifying the external event, including the passage of time,
that initially triggered transition between the two adjacent
SCs. For example, the event set E1 ; included in the definition
of SC1 ; contain two events ! T.BC and !
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Fig. 8. Constraint graphs for the railroad crossing example.

C.DOWN_REQUEST. Since the latter is triggered by the
former, the constraint graph C0 contains only the former
event and the timing constraint given in the TSET. The
constraint graph C1 examines whether or not the system can
successfully raise the gate within [20,100) time units after
processing the signal that the train has passed the crossing
but prior to the arrival of the next train at the crossing. C2
validates similar system behavior for the time interval
[100,150), while the purpose of the test case C3 is to test the
system behavior in case the next train approaches
the crossing before the gate has been completely raised in
the interval tested in C2.
There are five cyclic paths, SC1 …SC14 ; SC1…15 ;
SC1 …SC16 ; SC3 …SC20 ; and SC3 …SC21 ; in Fig. 7. If we
were to refer them to as t1 through t5 ; respectively, and if we
choose the value of N to be 2 for all-cyclic-event-sequencesN_times, there would be a total of 25 test sequences such as
t1 ·t1 ; t1 ·t2 ; · · ·; and t5 ·t5 :

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed that various criteria can be
defined for event-driven real-time software and that a set of
constraint graph can be automatically derived. We used
symbolic execution technique for generating the test
sequences which include the exact timing intervals for
each event. Clarke has previously shown how to generate
test cases and test real-time software provided that various
and complex timing dependencies have been captured in the
constraint graphs. However, his approach failed to describe
how accurate constraint graphs can be derived from
specification. Our approach, utilizing well-established idea
of symbolic execution, nicely complements the work done

by Clarke. The combined approach convincingly demonstrates that it is possible to automatically generate test cases
for real-time software to meet the specified coverage
criteria.
We do not claim in this paper that we solved state
explosion problem. It is an inherent and fundamental
problem all concurrent analysis encounter. For example,
TSET would also face state explosion problem as the
number of parallel modes and the overlapping intervals in
the Modechart increase. However, several large scale
industrial systems we have performed case studies on tend
not to have complex timing constrains to the degree that test
case generation based on the proposed approach would
result in state explosion. Examples include digital TV
software (800,000 þ lines of application code alone written
in Java and C), shutdown system for a nuclear power plant
(7000 þ lines of Modula code), or satellite controller (3
subsystems and a total of 40,000 þ lines of C code).
Primary factor is that such systems, like most event-driven
and time-critical software, require high assurance, and their
design tend to be conservative, analyzable, and as simple as
possible. Therefore, we feel that in practice, such state
explosion problem is not as serious as one may fear. Primary
contribution of this paper is not the state explosion problem,
but it is the derivation of complex (and sometimes subtle)
timing constraints that might not be adequately addressed if
test cases are generated manually and informally. Once
TSET is built and a set of constraint graphs is generated, one
is expected to choose the criteria, one of those proposed in
this paper, based on the resource available in testing and
level of assurance desired.
Modechart specification language provides a rich set of
constructs to represent various timing requirements. Timeout is the only feature with one can represent timing
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requirements in Statecharts. Therefore, our approach can be
easily applied to specifications written in Statecharts as well
as other variant languages based on the finite state machine
concept.
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